MEETING NOTICE

TIME:  11:45 A.M.
DATE:  Thursday, March 8, 2018
PLACE:  Evan’s Kitchen,
        855 - 57th Street
        Sacramento, CA 95819
        (Their private banquet space is opposite the restaurant.)

Lunch is $25.  Cash, checks and credit cards accepted.

Note: Please RSVP by March 5th

Program presented by: Scott Steindler, CPD, GPD, LEED-AP BD+C, ARCSA-AP (IS), GGP

Regional Manager for Watts Water Technologies

Making Intelligent Drainage Choices for Ultra-Hygienic Applications

This session will look at ways that hygienically designed drainage systems and an informed selection of drainage products (properly specified, installed, and maintained) can help mitigate the risk of contamination and corrosion. It will also address ways that well designed and constructed drainage can be cleaned with minimal water use and production downtime.

Scott has served as the VP of Membership and VP Technical for the National Board of ASPE. He has also served on the local boards of directors for the Los Angeles, Charlotte, and New Orleans Chapters of ASPE in various roles. His background includes working in the plumbing industry as a wholesaler, contractor, designer, and manufacturers’ representative. Scott’s 20 years of experience gives him a unique and comprehensive understanding of the Industry as a whole.

Please RSVP to: claired@sacvalleyassoc